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In order to ensure the geospatial maturity of the society at this time and age we must look beyound

solving problems of boundaries, locations, land in disputes, Subdivisions, mapping and property

descriptions for registrations purposes. We need to begin to program our mind into producing a

security solution induced digital map. We must move to producing a Security Induced 3

Dimensional Digital map that will house data that can/should be integrated with Security

infrastructural reading and activities on 24/7 surveillance and monitoring of the environment to

proactively stem the tide of attacks, ambushment, terrorism, kidnappings and destruction by the

enemy of progress in the developing world like  Nigeria and other African countries. 

This is the greatest challenge of our time to the global measurement and positioning experts,

Security intelligence experts, ICT experts, Software and networking experts, Geo-spatial scientists,

GIS experts, Geodesists and the General Practicing Surveyors worldwide to tackle. 

It is aimed at sensitizing these world experts to form a synergy with the security and intelligence

experts not only to solve lands problems but to detect missiles and explosives with a view to send

alerts showing the location and the time at the digital map base station.

Using ICT as interface this paper presents how we can network all the relevant professionals

through integration our digital maps ‘data with security infrastructural facilities’ data to come out

with relevant information alerts for safety. We should be able to produce Security prone Digital

maps suitable for Security Software experts and ICT experts to critically put in view in developing

relevant software to tackle Security menace in Nigeria, Africa and other emerging world. This will

make us more proactive and relevant to the needs of the hour globally and show the world how

relevant our digital map’s descriptions are in the monitoring of the environment with a view to 



solving Security Challenges on the continent. 

A consolidated network  with Security intelligence, Software experts, ICT and others in a

consortium of experts should emerge at this conference to present a common front in producing a

more pragmatic Security solutions enabled digital maps to the various governments of Africa to

checkmate the activities of Terrorists, kidnappers and the underworlds with a view to put permanent

checks to their activities in Africa and the rest of the world. For once let us go beyond measurement

mentality to conceptualizing and solving real life environmental/location emergency problems that

stares our world in the face. This is in tandem with the theme of the conference this year 
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